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This whitepaper is subject to change.
As Airin continues to evolve, it will be
expanded, revised and improved.
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>> Overview
Today’s Crypto community is maturing and attempting to stretch the horizon of innovation.
The sheer number, and variety of available blockchain solutions, and platforms can leave potential buyers perplexed as to which avenues to choose.
Investors now fully appreciate the idea that a cryptocurrency must show something to set
itself apart from the pack. Many of these coins which have accomplished that goal have gone on
to be well known, reputable projects. Over the past ten years they have attracted millions of dollars of capital. Many of those projects adopted the technology of the masternode both to improve
the efficiency of their networks, and also to provide the ideal investment vehicle. The success
of these projects, however, has left the cost of investing, into such projects for the purpose
of securing a masternode to be quite high. To purchase a masternode in some of these projects
can cost upwards of hundreds of thousands of U.S. Dollars or other Fiat currencies, to be exchanged for bitcoin. The goal many investors share of achieving the gains these projects afford
is out of reach.
Airin attacks this problem head on through the development of an integrated platform which
will provide the means for investors to tap into the returns of these large projects without
having to buy quantities of several coins and then send them off to shared services which carry
unknown risks. On the Airin platform investors buy into portions of these large projects easily,
and can share in the enormous revenue potential these projects provide. We are firm in our belief
that by satisfying all of our users, regardless of experience, we can make our project thrive.
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>> What is Airin?
Airin aims to become an aggregator, and embodiment of the direction adopted by cryptocurrencies using proof-of-stake (POS) mining. POS offers many advantages over POW. Most notable is the
lack of power consumption required to simply hold coins at stake as opposed to solving complex
problems of minting new coins using POW.
In summary, Airin is a user-friendly cryptocurrency that has minimal transaction fees, has
a POS future, uses masternodes for network stability and return, and provides an exciting new aggregation platform for a shared masternode investment experience in other highly lucrative POS
masternode cryptocurrencies.The POS model has been chosen as it represents the best potential
for gain, as well as being eco-friendly.
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>> Airin Platform
The Airin platform will feature a user
friendly shared Masternode service that will
make masternodes accessible to a wider user
base. The platform will make established
highly capitalized masternode projects affordable.
This
means
that
investors
will no longer have to contract with outside
investment pools to buy a masternode which
comes with inherent risk and inconveniences.

coin

mn worth

dash
diamond
pivx
crow
gobyte

$436,236
$82,322
$52,136
$15,927
$7,565

Airin has plans to add the following
masternodes first: DASH, Diamond, PIVX,
Crown, and GoByte.
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Every masternode on the AIRIN platform
will have specific investment conditions,
lower and upper thresholds, and projected
returns on investment.
So let’s say you want to invest in a
masternode that has certain conditions you
find favorable, but you don’t have the right
cryptocurrency for the node in your portfolio. With AIRIN, you won’t have to waste
countless hours registering on external
coin exchanges, setting up wallets and
searching for the desired coin. Instead, you
will be able to make your investment right
away in BTC, ETH, or AIRIN at the current
exchange rates on our platform.
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Users

user_01

1000 Airin

user_02
20 btc

user_03
150 eth

user_04
200 Dash
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Masternodes

246 dash

359 dash

195 dash

Dash
Masternode
1000/1000
(dash)

200 dash
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For your convenience, we plan to
make iOS and Android apps that will
enable you to monitor the ROI of your
masternodes and your profits on the
go.
Airin will provide a unique new
investment experience!

Through our combined effort, Airin aims
to provide an strong, well planned opportunity for stable passive income.
The pursuit of financial independence
is one of the pillars of the crypto community, and the unifying force that brings us
together.
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>> Technical Details
Coin name: Airin
Maximum Supply: 45,000,000 coins
Algorithm: Quark
Ticker: AIRIN
Block Time Average: 1 minute
Coins for masternode: 5000
Block Rewards:
0-400 = Premine (Premine and swap)
401-5000 = 1 (Test/Launch phase)
5001-15000 = 20
15001-25000 = 10
25001-100000 = 5
100001-Until max supply = 2.5
Block Reward Distribution:
401-5000 — MN 50% / POS 50%
5001-15000 — MN 60% / POS 40%
15001-Until max suppl — MN 80% / POS 20%
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>> Premine distribution
[11 000] (1.63%) for masternodes to
maintain network at start
[21 000] (3.11%) for masternodes auctions at start (money for exchange
listing)
[100 000] (14.81%) for developers team
[143 000] (21.19%) for marketing (paid
advertising, banners, youtube reviews)
[150 000] (22.22%) for bounties and
events
[250 000] (37.04%) for future development of shared-masternodes platform
(unused will be burned after platform
launch)
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Q2 2018
Airin Core release. Exchange listing.
Web-wallet. Mac wallet.
Shared masternodes
platform beta release.

Q4 2018
Adding DASH, Diamond,
PIVX, Crown, GoByte
masternodes to shared
masternodes platform.

Q3 2018
iOS wallet. Androind
wallet. More exchanges.
Shared masternodes
platform release with
Airin masternodes.
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Q1 2019
Mobile apps for shared
masternodes platform.
Adding more coins to
shared masternodes
platform.
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Stake holders are the backbone of any
blockchain platform, providing stability,
speed, decentralization and security.
The Airin project greatly values members
of the community who harbor creative and constructive aspirations. Such members can
expect special conditions and generous rewards. Our project is geared towards a
masternode-based solution.
Masternodes require less electric power,
have lower hardware requirements and emphasize the volume of investment from owners of
crypto assets above all else. Our team believes in trust and the pursuit of common
goals, so this approach naturally makes the
most sense to us. Every owner of a masternode
will need to own 5000 AIRIN and place these
funds on the server hosting the masternode.
Once these conditions are met, they will
began receiving a constant stream of fees for
confirming transactions in the network. Also,
as we have stated earlier, masternodes will
help keep the network running fast and provide security, so the benefits to masternode
owners and investors are obvious.
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In addition to the opportunity to buy an
Airin masternode, participants of our platform will be able to use the Shared Masternode service and invest in a constantly growing selection of other projects on our platform.
This entails a number of unique benefits. For instance, the price of a masternode
in some projects may rise into tens of thousands of dollars, placing them beyond reach
of ordinary investors. But such investors can
take advantage of the Shared Masternode service, which enables our users to invest a
percentage of the required sum and receive
corresponding profits in tokens of the project in question. Buying tokens will also be
easier: you will be able to purchase them on
our platform for BTC, ETH and AIRIN, avoiding
the inconvenience of using third-party exchanges. As you can see, the Airin projects
breaks new grounds in investment and passive
income.
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>> Exchanges and Trading
We consider listing and promoting AIRIN on
cryptocurrency exchanges with a healthy trade
volume to be a very important step in the development of our project. This will empower
our investors with confidence in their investments.
At this stage we’re considering four exchanges and communicating with their administrators. These are:
1. Graviex
2. Cryptobridge
3. Coinexchange
4. Cryptopia
We plan to conduct our listing in stages,
guided by feedback from our community. The PoS
mining system used in the Airin project will
promote the growth of demand, driving the
value of our cryptocurrency. Among other
things, we plan to budget a part of the presale
revenue towards a marketing campaign.
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>> Strategy conclusion
We thank you for your interest in Airin, and will be very happy should you decide to join our
project. Each new participant makes our community stronger, our promotion efforts more effective
and our goals easier to reach. We believe we have the resources and the technical skills to make
Airin one of the dominant payment systems and provide every member with a very favorable
shared-profit policy. We have plenty to offer and we are here to make using cryptocurrencies a
better experience for you.
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